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  Conclusion

Few workflow studies have been performed on high volume, high throughput blood bank analyzers in large volume testing 
facilities. This study was designed to specifically evaluate the operational efficiencies of the Galileo® Neo (Immucor) against the 
IH-1000™ (Bio-Rad Medical Diagnostics GmbH) using LEAN process flow and Six Sigma methodology.
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A total of 12 separate test runs of 144 samples per run were 
observed over a three-day period on the Galileo Neo at a 
reference laboratory annually performing approximately 211,500 
Type & Screens (T&S). The workflow patterns observed on the 
Neo were then repeated on the IH-1000. Eight data points were 
randomly generated using the mean and standard deviations 
from both analyzer data sets in Minitab v17 to obtain the 
minimum 20 data points necessary for statistical comparison 
and determination of statistical significance. Each process was 
mapped in detail by direct observation using Process Modellar 
APP (iPAD). The evaluation started at sample centrifugation 
completion and drop-off in testing area and ended with results 
sent from analyzer to LIS (Laboratory Information System). Each 
analyzer system was evaluated for the following:  

Quality 
■■ operator process steps 
■■ biohazardous exposure episodes
■■ operator maintenance tasks

Speed
■■ operator time for testing
■■ analyzer time for testing
■■ operator maintenance time
■■ total analyzer downtime for maintenance

Time studies were then analyzed using Minitab v17, and 
statistical significance was assessed using the paired t-test, 
with p values of <0.05 considered significant.

  Methods

Table 3. Statistical Analysis of Operator Times Paired 
T-Test:  Operator Time, Neo vs IH-1000 (144 Sample Run)

N Mean StDev SE Mean

Neo 20 99.05 20.63 4.61

IH-1000 20 20.61 1.75 0.39

Difference 20 78.44 20.18 4.51

95% CI for mean difference: (69.00, 87.89) T-Test of mean 
difference = 0 (vs ≠ 0):  T-Value = 17.38  P-Value ≤ 0.001

Table 4. Statistical Analysis of Analyzer Times Paired T-Test: 
Neo to IH-1000 Analyzer (Testing) Times (144 Sample Run)

N Mean StDev SE Mean

Neo 20 126.60 4.96 1.11

IH-1000 20 57.20 8/06 1.80

Difference 20 69.40 10.29 2.30

95% CI for mean difference: (64.59, 74.21) T-Test of mean 
difference = 0 (vs ≠ 0):  T-Value = 30.17 P-Value ≤ 0.001

Key for Figures 1–4.

  Quality Results

To clearly visualize the Neo testing process followed at this 
high volume / high throughput reference facility, the following 
detailed process maps were prepared:  analyzer set-up 
(loading reagents) (Figure 1) and the testing process with 144 

Fig. 1. Neo Set-up Process (Loading Reagents) Fig. 2. IH-1000 Set-up Process (Loading Reagents)

Regardless of the metric evaluated, the IH-1000 demonstrated significant improvements over the Galileo Neo for high volume, high 
throughput testing facilities:

IH-1000 vs. Galileo Neo 
■■ 73% reduction in operator process steps per test run
■■ 78% reduction in bio-hazardous exposure episodes
■■ 55% reduction in analyzer testing time per test run
■■ 89% reduction in operator maintenance time
■■ 77% reduction in analyzer downtime for maintenance. 

The annual personnel hours recaptured for testing (987 hours) and maintenance (120 hours) at this high volume testing facility came 
to just over 1,100 hours annually; a definite value-add in today’s challenging cost-conscious environment. 
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Fig. 3. Testing Process (144 sample run)

Fig. 4. IH-1000 Pre-Analytical Testing Process (140—150 samples)

Post-analytical process improvements with the IH-1000 could be 
attributed to the following:  

■■  Automatic disposal of used gel cards by the IH-1000 vs. 
manual removal of used Neo microplates 

■■ Number of result verification steps on IH-1000 vs. Neo

Maintenance 
Analyzer maintenance tasks were evaluated and compared. 
Table 1 illustrates the number and frequency of maintenance 
tasks required for each analyzer in accordance with operator 
manuals for respective analyzers. Figure 7 illustrates the annual 
roll-up of maintenance tasks required for each analyzer. With no 
Daily or Monthly Maintenance required on the IH-1000, a 100% 
reduction was observed when compared to the Neo. There was 
a 50% reduction in Weekly Maintenance Tasks on the IH-1000 
compared to the Neo. 

Fig. 7. Maintenance Time (Hours/Year)

Table 1. Number & Frequency of Maintenance Tasks 

Neo IH-1000 

Daily 7 0

Weekly 8 4

Monthly 4 0

Fig. 5. Process Steps Per Test Run

Fig. 6. Bio-Hazardous Exposure Episodes Per Test Run

samples (Figure 3). Each process was mapped again, substituting the Neo specific steps with the steps appropriate for the IH-1000 
(Figures 2 and 4).

each process shape, the IH-1000 demonstrated 71% fewer 
process steps (see “Pre-A and Post-A Figure 5) and a 60% 
reduction in bio-hazardous exposure episodes (see “Pre-A and 
Post-A Figure 6) with each test run. 

The most significant reduction in process steps was observed in 
the pre-analytical portion of the process and could be attributed 
to the following:  

■■  Numerous steps associated with loading Neo microplates as 
opposed to IH-1000 Gel Cards

■■  Sample order verification process used at this facility on the Neo
■■  Differences in the number of software steps associated with 
loading samples and initiating test runs

  Speed Results

Time studies were also performed, comparing operator time (pre- and post-analytical), analyzer testing times, operator maintenance 
times, and total analyzer downtime for maintenance (Table 2). 

Table 2. Operational Definitions

Speed Metric Definition

Operator or “Hands on” 
Time for Testing

Pre-analytical operator time required from the completion of sample centrifugation/sample drop-
off until the test run is started on the analyzer (includes sample, reagent, consumable loading) + 
Post-Analytical operator time for result review/varification, ending with results sent to the LIS.

Analyzer Testing Time Time from when the operator instructs the analyzer to start the run; ends when the testing is 
complete and results ready for operator results review/verification.

Operator or “Hands on” 
Time for Maintenance Time

Operator time to perform daily, weekly, and monthly tasks. This does not include the total 
mainenance time for the analyzer.

Anaylizer Maintenance Time Time the analyzer is not processing samples due to mainenancr activities.

Two of four experienced operators were observed and timed for a total of 12 separate test runs. The additional eight data points were 
randomly generated in Minitab v17 based on the mean and standard deviation of the operator times observed. One item that was not 
readily apparent in Figure 3 included the “sorting of samples by assay” prior to loading samples on the Neo. This sorting of samples 
by assay is not required or encouraged on the IH-1000 to obtain maximum efficiency.

The paired t-test was performed and resulted in a p value of <0.001 (p ≤ 0.05 is significant), confirming there to be a statistically 
significant difference (improvement) in operator times on the IH-1000 compared to the Neo. Analyzer times were also evaluated and 
compared. Both analyzers ran consistently and efficiently, however, the IH-1000 demonstrated a higher overall throughput based on 
the median analytical times of 125 minutes on the Neo versus just under 60 minutes on the IH-1000; approximately a 55% reduction 
in analyzer testing time. The paired t-test (Table 4) obtained a p value of < 0.001 (p <0.05), indicating a statistically significant 
difference (improvement) in analyzer testing times for the IH-1000 when compared to the Neo.

Analyzer Setup Process

The IH-1000 required 52% less operator steps to load liquid 
reagents as compared to the Galileo Neo (see “Set-up” Figure 5). 
The reagent set-up workflow reductions could be attributed to the 
following: 

■■  Antisera embedded in the gel cards as opposed to the use of 
liquid antisera

■■  Addition of stir bars to Reagent Red Blood Cells on the Neo but 
not on the IH-1000

■■  Use of Indicator Red Blood Cells on the Galileo Neo but not 
required on the IH-1000.

Not only did these practices eliminate loading steps but it also 
reduced bio-hazardous exposure episodes during reagent 
loading by 71% for the IH-1000 when compared to the Galileo 
Neo (see “Set-up” Figure 6).

The Testing Process 

The process of testing 144 samples per run on the Neo was 
mapped in Figure 3. The process was then mapped substituting 
the process steps of the IH-1000 for the Neo process (Figure 4). 
Using the process maps shown in Figures 3 and 4 and counting 


